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 In an attempt to greatly increase the efficiency and 
productivity of the design, procurement and operation of buildings, 
the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) industries 
have started to tentatively embrace the concept of Virtual 
Prototyping (VP); commonly and interchangeably referred to as 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) with this sector. Efficiency and 
productivity are supposedly aided through the use of the ‘single 
model concept’, or Product Model. BIM operates on the basic 
theoretical premise that you should create any proposed building 
twice: once in a virtual environment where you effectively ‘debug’ 
and fully resolve it, and secondly, effortlessly in reality. This one 
virtual model, initially created to represent any proposed building is 
systematically evolved, adapted and refined by all parties in the 
planning, procuring and eventual management of the final built 
asset. However, far from being an effortless enterprise, BIM is 
currently fraught with difficulties including the lack of maturity of 
the technology, interoperability issues, difficulty in assuring integrity 
of the single model, and wider acceptance of yet another IT 
(Information Technology) innovation within the AEC industry; the 
AEC industry having already undergone dramatic change in the late 
20th century with the introduction of CAD (Computer Aided 
Draughting). 
 The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), an effort of the 
International Alliance on Interoperability (IAI) is an endeavour to 
develop a neutral format for the exchange and eventual storage of 
information related to buildings and their wider contexts. Earlier 
attempts to achieve a neutral format for building information largely 
revolved around the use of XML (Extensible Mark-up Language). 
Some specific and partially successful examples of XML use included 
LandXML, AECXML and GB (Green Building) XML, covering most 
aspects of buildings and their wider contexts. Nevertheless, XML 
has the major disadvantage of only describing objects, rather than 
describing and modelling objects as the later text based IFC’s do. 
The current status of the IFC Version 2x3 is that it competently 
represents most aspect of any particular buildings structure, fabric, 
services, and operation. What is currently absent within the existing 
IFC are aspects of buildings within their wider contexts i.e. 
landscaping and roads, civil or earthworks, and services to and from 
buildings. As a result, the CRC-CI (Cooperative Research Centre for 
Construction Innovation) is currently involved in a series of projects 
to extend the scope of the current IFC into these wider contextual 
realms.  
This paper will focus principally on the endeavours of the 
Interoperable Standards Project of the CRC-CI; being principally a 
research collaboration between university researchers/academics 
and select Industry Partners. The research involved a series of 
initial scoping interviews with Industry Partners in the fields of 
Roads (Queensland Department of Main Roads), Civil Works (Thesis 
Construction and Queensland Project Services), Landscape 
Architecture (Queensland Project Services), Quantity Surveying 
(Thesis Construction and Ryder Hunt) and underground services 
(Queensland Department of Main Roads, Project Services and 
Thesis). The outcome of these initial interviews was a realisation 
that currently the status of on-line or virtual collaboration between 
Architects, Landscape Architects, Civil Engineers and Building 
Service Engineers is based on a generally adversarial relationship, 
primarily driven by concerns surrounding litigation and liability. On-
line collaboration between these parties usually takes the form of e-
mail communication around the issue of drawings, instructions and 
Requests for Information (RFI). Any drawings communicated, or 
formally issued, commonly take a two dimensional PDF (Portable 
Document Format) configuration. A major concern of all parties was 
the unreliability of existing information, particularly concerning the 
location of existing underground services. All parties further 
expressed a strong desire to operate using the ‘single model’ or 
Product Model approach, and all acknowledging interoperability as 
especially problematic. Most of the Industry Partners having client 
status on projects have attempted to solve interoperability, either 
mandating a single particular software or software vendor; this 
approach proving problematic in that large singular software 
vendors have interoperability concerns even within their own suites, 
and consultants proving reluctant to commit to singular 
software’s/suites. This later point is however extremely problematic 
in that true BIM requires that the ‘single model’ however housed 
has the ability to accurately accept and disperse all information to 
and from disparate software applications, and the language of the 
communication should be neutral. In this case the neutral language 
is proposed as the IFC.  
As Interoperable Standards is primarily concerned with the 
extension of the IFC into the wider site context of construction, 
after these initial interviews a study was undertaken to understand 
what information was needed at any particular point of a typical 
project during the design phase. The researchers focused this 
investigation primarily on the Landscape Architects of Project 
Services. The information in question was essentially an attempt to 
establish what objects and associated properties were exchanged at 
a particular point. The objects could be things like site slope 
information, exchanged in an attempt by the Landscape Architect to 
determine if his/her proposed ground covers would in any way 
interfere with the Civil Engineers hydrology calculations. This 
process, illustrated in Figure 1 below, basically entails the 
Landscape Architect dividing the process into two distinct parts. The 
first of these involves the development of a proposed design that is 
heavily dependant on the finalisation of the terrain by the Architect 
and the civil engineer; only once the terrain or in this case base is 
finalised can the Landscape Architect proceed to the production of 
Contract Documentation (CD). The  information the flows between 
the Architect and Landscape Architect in this initial portion entails 
the Architect finalising the building footprint and the communication 
of entrance and emergency egress points into specific buildings and 
links between buildings. Communication with the civil engineer 
basically entails the finalisation of parking and road layouts, potions 
and extents of any site works like batters and a final survey of the 
site. The second distinct part of the Landscape Architects process 
entails the communication of any services (electrical, mechanical, 
security, hydrology, fire, etc.) proposed for the site. Only once 
these items have been satisfactorily determined can Landscape 
architect coordinate his planting plans with these service locations. 
As stated above the majority of this information is communicated in 
mostly 2D format, with little or no actual communication of 
electronic files. This process, extremely common with the AEC 
sector, results in any one consultant having to effectively recreate 
electronic information from an analog representation; directly 
resulting in numerous misinterpretations and inefficiencies. From 
this process and others with roads, civil and service engineers, 
provisional lists of objects were complied and presented to the 
Industry Partners for consideration.  
In parallel with the process of information communication 
determination, a review of the current IFC was undertaken in an 
attempt to establish what exiting objects, if any, already describe 
site elements. This review was then cross-referenced against the 
earlier provisional object/property lists. What emerged was that IFC 
service (electrical, sewerage, telecommunications, etc.) definitions 
(ifcFlow and ifcDistribution) are supposedly adequate and could 
logically be extended to the wider extends of the site and 
underground services. As concerns the requirements for Civil, 
Earthworks and Roads infrastructure, the review concluded that 
most objects within this realm could be adapted from the existing 
IFC. For instance, the issue of terrain was of primary concern to all 
participants, proposedly adequately addressed by ifcSite. Here all 
parties expressed a desire to maintain the original as well as the 
altered or designed configurations of the site. Further, if any 
structures, such as retaining walls, were to be included these are 
adequately addressed by the structural components present within 
the current IFC, However, the definition of a road and it associated 
objects was identified as totally lacking from the current IFC. As 
with civil objects above, roads have numerous objects that are 
common with the existing IFC. These objects are elements like 
drainage, terrain alterations, retaining walls, signage, pedestrian 
pathways, kerbs, etc. What is unique to a road and not represented 
within the current IFC is the actual carriageway and the founding 
layers below. The authors are aware of the effects of the Nordic 
region of the IAI to specifically address the definition of a road. 
However at the time of writing no information was available as the 
project is yet to commence. In an effort to avoid duplication of 
resources, it has been agreed by the parties concerned that 
collaboration is appropriate, with the existing IAI project taking the 
lead. Another collection of objects that are evident with the 
proposed definition of a road is the notion of a bridge. The objects 
applicable to a bridge, having already been defined by the French 
and Japanese constituents of the IAI, are in the process of formal 
ratification by the IAI for inclusion into the next version of the IFC. 
This leaves the CRC-CI research team in a position whereby the 
overwhelming majority of road, civil and site services information is 
already adequately defined, or in the process of being defined by 
other parties.              
An area where little work is currently being conducted, is 
within landscape; this aspect adds further justification for the above 
primary use of an information exchange from the perspective of the 
Landscape Architect. Ironically, as with roads, civil and site services 
above a similar scenario is evident, in that certain objects are 
already covered. Here, objects where Landscape Architects normally 
have direct design responsibility, such as shelters, slabs, pathways, 
irrigation, etc. proved to be adequately covered within the existing 
IFC. What did however emerge as totally lacking was the adequate 
description of vegetation and specific objects like planting beds, 
pavers, gravels, root barriers, topsoil, etc. Following extensive 
discussion with all the Industry partners and particularly the Project 
Services Landscape Architects, it has been proposed that Landscape 
should proposedly be defined into the two areas of ifcLandscape and 
ifcVegetation. IfcLandscape should proposedly incorporate those 
aspects such as external pathways, man made surface treatments 
(pavers, gravels, membranes, artificial turf, root barriers, etc.), 
topsoil (with sub-variants like imported, insitue, improved, etc.), 
planting beds, profiles and individual rocks/boulders. The common 
properties associated with these objects could include material, 
colour, placement/position, cost, size range and geometry. 
Ifcvegetation, on the other hand is a more extensive proposal. Here 
objects should be included that describe natural ground covers 
(mulches, composts, etc.), grasses (Seeding, sprigging, stolonising, 
etc.), trees, shrubs, annuals, groundcovers and climbers/vines. The 
extensive properties associated with ifcvegetation include Geometry 
(Conical, spherical, cylindrical, oval sphere, half an oval sphere, 
etc.), placement, genus, species, cultivar, common name, code, pot 
size, description, minimum /maximum height, spread, pot size, soil 
type light requirement, etc. It should be noted that certain of the 
properties (bag size or light requirement), are applicable only to the 
Landscape Architect while others like maximum spread could be 
applicable to most consultants including the Landscape Architect, 
electrical engineer, power utility and facilities management. 
The current status of this CRC-CI research is that a theoretical 
scenario has been agreed (Figure 2) that involves the exchange of 
particular project information; the agreed project being a police 
station located in northern Queensland’s Sippy Downs. The agreed 
information will mainly be terrain and vegetation specific, with the 
addition of a simple road and some underground services. The 
scenario will involve the transfer of original site survey information 
from 12D via an IFC translator to Architerra (being the landscape 
‘plug-in’ for Archicad). The Landscape Architect will the theoretically 
add his/her layer of manipulated terrain information and vegetation 
to this original information. At the same time, roads and 
underground service information will be layered onto the combined 
original and altered site information. Once all of this site, service, 
vegetation and road information is combined and exported back to 
12D in the IFC format. At present, a further Industry Partner, 12D, 
is involved in the translation of the native 12D information into IFC. 
The import of this IFC information into Architerra/Archicad should 
prove effortless as Archicad has a competent and advanced IFC 
import/export functionality. A further proposal is that the combined 
electronic IFC information should be made available to a Quantity 
Surveyor to ascertain is accurate information can be obtained, 
particularly in regards to terrain quantities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 (Courtesy of Project Services) 
Figure 2 (By Authors)  
 
